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TRINITY COLLEGE.
This College has no medical, Jaw, divinity, or other professional school or department connected with
it; but is intended to give a Liberal Education, adapted to fit young men to enter most advantageously
upon the study of the Learned Professions after graduation. By a Liberal Education, is meant a non-professional education conducted without reference to any future particular profession, calling, or special pursuit
on the part of the student in question, and designed not to make men specially clergymen, lawyers, physicians, soldiers, merchants, or engineers, but so to train and educate tile mental faculties as to put them into
the most efficient condition, and to qualify a student to enter with success upon the study of any of the
professions, or upon any othe1· pursuit in life. Its course of study is similar to that pursued at Harvard,
Yale, and otherleading Colleges, but somewhat more conformed to that of Oxford and Cambridge.

DEGREES.
Those students however who wish to obtain simply the degree of Bachelor of Science can do so by
taking the whole of the regular course except the Greek, and in addition certain prescribed scientific studies.
Special Students are also sometimes received, who are allowed to pursue such studies, always including
Latin, as upon examination t.hey shall be found qualified to enter upon without reference to any drgree

SCHOLARSHIPS.
There are numerous Scholarships that secure the remission of tuition: others the remission of all College charges: others which yield a pecuniary income varying from $60 to $300. 'rhe Society for the Increase
of the Ministry offers Scholarships yielding from $200 to $1300. The Uhurch Scholarsilip Society makes
loans, without interest, of $l00 per annum. The doors of the College are shut against no deserving student
for want of means.
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JNnon-appearance
answer to numerous inquiries as to the
of the present number,
announced, in our last issue, for November
I 6th, and in order to remove any wrong impressions that may exist concerning the circumstances which occasioned it, we would
say that the immediate cause was the receipt
of the following communication from the
Secretary of the Faculty, action on which was
delayed by the absence from College of one
of the board of editors :
"'f RINITY C OLLEGE,

H artford, Conn.,
I ov. 8th, 1878.
To the Board of Editors
of the "TRINITY TABLET :
Gentlemen:
The Faculty have voted that all matter to be inserted in the "TRINITY T'\ELET."
and the "Iv_y," as well as in any paper or period-

•

was asked for on special and general grounds
which it is unnecessary to recapitulate here,as
most of them would be obvious to our readers.
Th e Faculty were also informed that it was
the determination of the Board to suspend the
publication of the TABLET rather than to
continue it under conditions not exacted of
several classes preceding, at least not since the
time when its management again fell wholly
into the hands of the undergraduates.
We felt it to be especially unjust to the
present board, as no previous formal intimation of dissatisfaction had been expressed.
On the contrary, it was tacitly admitted by
some, and frankly conceded by others that
we had materially improved the paper. It
has moreover received the cordial endorsement of all the almnnz' who have expressed
any opinion. But inasmuch as at the succeeding meeting of the Faculty, the restriction was removed, we forbear making any
further comment, and shall simply express a
few general reflections.
No hindrance should be placed on the free
utterance of opinion, no restrictions other
than those of truth and courtesy. To write
what is false redounds to the author's
shame, to make known what is true is a privilege, and oftentimes a duty. The fear of
honest criticism is most frequently an evidence of weakness, if of nothing else. And
to place a paper under the censorship of a
Professor, however nominal it might be, would
tend to prevent the expression of honest and
candid opinions. If undergraduates are to
become frank and manly writers they must
acquire these traits while undergraduates. If
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WE

a paper is to be the organ of students, let stufeel obliged to express regret that
dents themselves publish it, and be held rethe Yale University Foot Ball Team,
sponsible for what they say, but do not or their reporters, have unjustly and ungenseck to mutilate, curb or suppress their erously misrepresented the result of the game
sentiments. Freedom of speech is the just here on Wednesday, the 13th. The decision
right of every one. The principle is not by the referee was two goals and four touchaltered, if the paper be the representative of downs. The additional goal and touch-down
an hundred stude11ts or the voice of a nation. for Yale. and a goal for Trinity were disputed
Under such · circumstances a paper becomes and not given, and should have been so rethe exponent of the views of undergraduates. ported if mention of them was made, the
Though students are oftentimes prone to , the referee deciding that the goal claimed by
carp and find fault, yet in most cases they Yale was only a poster.
have some good basis upon which to found
- - - - - - -their complaints, and a proper regard to WITHIN the past few weeks, severa~ inthe opinions expressed would go far to
stances have occurred, _where articles
render college government successful. Stu- h~ve ?een abstr_acted from ~1fferent rooms,
dents, as a class, are not wanting in loyal- with little hope, 1f any, of their recovery. In
ty and fidelity to the institutions with which I one ?ase, tlH~ loss of a valuable watch was
th ey are connected, nor are they given to dis- su:tamed, which wa~ le~t, carelessly, perhaps,
content for its own sake merely so much as lymg on a table, while its owner, apprehen,
'
.
f
f.
mc1.ny persons would have us believe.
sive o no danger, had le.t the room for a
\Ve happen to have at hand, Charles F. : 5hort space_ of time.
On his return the
Thwing's recent work on "American Colleges: watch had disappeared.
.
. .
Their Students and Work" from which we I Forewarned 1s forearmed, and 1f similar
take the following, in his cl~apter on Journal- [ !osses are t? be guarded against in the future,
ism, as being apropos:
I 1t but _remams for students to keep the doors
"The purposes which the college paper accomplishes in of their rooms under lock and key.

WE

1\1n erican co llege life are nu1nerous and i1nportant It is,
-- - .
.
!n t!1e first place, a mirror l)f u~dergraduat~ se~1timent , and
can not help recording our sincere
1s either scholarly or_ vulgar, fn_volous or d1g111fied, as are
admiration for the untiring energy
the students who edit and publish 1'.. A father, therefore,
.
.
'
debating where to educate his son, would get a clearer idea which has been displayed by the Boat Club,
of the type of moral and intellectual, character ,~hich a_ col- in their continued efforts to establish upon a
Jege forms 111 her students from a years file of the~r fortnight- firm footing the boating interests of our Al .
ly paper than from her annual catalogue or the private letters
'
.
.
ma
of her professors. To the college officers , also, it is an in- Mater.
Repeated disappointments have not
clicator of the pulse of college opinion
The discussion of been able to dampen their ardor in the good
all questions regarding the varied intere ts of the colleged ·
,
·f
the dissatisfaction with Professor A - - ' s method of con- cause, an It now seems as 1 success were
ducting recitations, or with the librarian's new code, so well nigh assured them.
The profits, obwith the advance in the annual price of college rooms-is tained from Friday evening's "benefit," will
sure to voice itself in the college paper.
Indeed the spirit of rebellion among college men often go far to restore whatever losses were lately
flows out jnto _ink, whe1:, if they had no paper in which to incurred, and we have reason to hope it will
relat_e the~r gne~ances, _It would-as n~w too often does-;: ;• not be long before the much talked of boat
manifest itself 111 boyish mobs and gunpowder plots.
.
.
The college journal is, indeed, as a distinguished professor house IS erected.
Words would fail, were we
:ecently said, of the paper of his ~?liege, "the outstand- to attempt to express our great indebtedness
mg member of th e college faculty.
to those who have labored so earnestly to in-

I
I

w

ITHOUT further comment, we call the
attention of the Junior Class, and the
undergraduates in general, to a communication in another column, received a few days
since from an active and able editor of the
1
of , 8
7 · _ _ _ _ ___
c ass
The next T ./\ BLET, the last of Vol. XI, will
appear Dec. 8th, a fortnight from to-day.

sure the success of the performance, so we
desist. They have secured the lasting gratitude of the students, one and all.
·
~
- .
THERE seem~ to be one great defect m
the construct1011 of the "tower," that
stands just west of the dining hall, and that
is, there are no means afforded for ascending
to its top, and thus taking advantage of the
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grand natural panorama stretching out in
every direction. Now, why would it not be
a good idea, as well as a remunerative one in
the end, for the College to supply this deficiency, at once, and then advertise its superior
advantages over those of its rival, ten miles
farther to the North-west, adding. as a powerful incentive to patronage, the moderate
charge of twenty-five cents admission. Then
we· should soon have hundreds of visitors, and
the profits might be applied to some good
object, say, the erection of a Gymnasium for
the students.

HY a student, who may chance to be a
few minutes late at Sunday morning
service, should be obliged to report himself as
absent from that service, is as inexplicable to
us, as one of the old rules, by which all studying between students, who were not "chums,"
was fo1 bidden, and it is just about as sensible.
Now that the distance to the respective
churches is so much lengthened by our removal to our new quarters, this question becomes one of practical interest to us all.
By the rule which compels the tardy churchgoer to consider himself in absenti, he is
placed in somewhat of a dilemma. If he answers " absent" to the roll call next morning,
he does so against his own convictions of
what is the truth. If he answers '' present,"
he does so against those of the Faculty upon
that point. It thus seems to resolve itself into a decision between truth and justice,

W

E notice that it is customary in nearly
W every
institution of any size to make
the Class Day appointments early in the first
term of the senior year. In some colleges
many of the committees, we are informed,
are appointed at the commencement preceding. The plan has many advantages
from the fact that it removes much annoyance and work which otherwise would mar
the enjoyments of the closing months of the
year, a time, too, when every one is more or
less hurried by other engagements.
Moreover, it gives the appointees every
opportunity to prepare themselves to discharge the duties of their several positions,
in a manner creditable to themselves and
their class.
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The custom here has been the reverse.
Appointments are generally not made until
Trinity Term, and, as was the case last year,
time became limited in which to do certain
work. Now, as some one has said, "there are
no old customs at Trinity," would it not be
well to make a change, especially as we are
commc:ncing a new era with our remlwal.
LSince writing the above we have received
a communication on the subject, to which we
call attention.]

-----HE system of ''electives" has been so
successfully carried on by the great majority of our sister colleges, that it is a matter
of surprise to us, that the advantages they
afford are not to be obtained here. It is apparent to every one, and at no other time,
more than at ·' Annuals," that only a very
superficial knowledge of the modern languages
is all that can be acquired under the present
regime.
And what else can be expected, if one year
is all the time that is accorded the study of
French and German, respectively ? Is it surprising, that when examinations come round,
we are not French or German scholars. as the
case may be? Is it at all strange, that when a
man receives his degree, his knowledge of
French may be comprised in the two words
"oui," and " non," and that all he is able to
tell of German is of a relative kind and
amount ? There seems to be two ways of
remedying this deplorable condition of affairs.
Either, require of all applicants for admission
additional examinations upon these two languages, such as will insure, at least, a knowledge of their "first principles ; " or, what is
better, establish "Electives " in them, during
Junior and Senior years, devoting the Sophomore year to the study of their syntax.
By the latter plan, although we may not be
able to get over as much ground in one year,
as we do now, yet, what we do learn, will be
thoroughly learned, of greater advantage to
us in the end, and render the advanced studies
a pleasure to those who elect them. The fact
that there are " special courses " in this department, does not suffice, there being but a
small proportion of every class -who, through
previous acquaintance with French and German, can take advantage of them.

T
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The plan we advocate is practicable, why
should not a fair trial be given it? It can not
be inferior to the present method, while there
is every reason to suppose that it will supply
a want long felt by us. We believe that in
expressing this opinion we are giving utterance to the views of a majority of the undergraduates.

daughter became the heir, and not the son.
When she came into her estate, her sisters
became her servants, and her brothers were
dependent either upon her, or their own resources. If she married before her parents
were dead, the property was transferred to
her name, and both father and mother, brothers and sisters, served her alone. Such, at
least, is the tale which travelers have brought
SAPPHO AND ALC...&US, AND THE to us. If it is true, it would be exceedingly
interesting to trace out the chain of causes,
ISLAND OF LESBOS.
which could finally produce such an effect.
The Island of Lesbos is of triangular shape,
It is quite true that both the men and
and measures about 46 miles in length by women of this island incurred censure for
26 in breadth, at its widest part. Set like a profligacy, and with too much justice, but we
jewel in the blue Mediterranean, its scenery have reasons to believe that Sappho was a
is both majestic and graceful, and its climate model of feminine virtue, as it existed in
most delightful and equable from summer to those times, though her name is not unsullied.
summer. It is so broken up into jagged It was perfectly natural that a woman of inmountains that no river finds a course, but tellectual culture should be suspected by the
the fertile vales are amply watered by the inhabitants of Greece proper. Their only
torrents that dash clown the hills after the notion of an educated lady was drawn from
rains of winter, and fountains which bubble the knowledge of such as Aspasia. Then, too,
up in pleasant retreats. It is blessed with it would not be surprising if they should be
the most luxuriant vegetation, and fruitful jealous of any literary fame which might arise
vineyards crown the hills white with olive I outside their own realms of intellectual soverorchards.
The quality of its wines was eignty. Coupling these two considerations,
celebrated by all the ancient poets, but neith~r we can easily understand why Sappho should
in. quality or quantity are they so famous 111 have been misunderstood by her contempomoclern times, for the inhabitants are less raries.
skillful in making them, and have turned the
But if these are not sufficient reasons to
fruit of the vine to the baser uses of prepar- redeem her fame, much stronger ones exist
ing raisins and brandy.
in her own writings.
When Alcceus, who
It was such a paradise that nurtured the was her friend, addresses her as "Violetpoetess Sappho, the very sweetness of whose crowned, pure, sweetly smiling Sappho," and
name would predict the melody of her verse. implies that he has feelings which he will not
It was not a light thing in her times for a venture to express, she indignantly replies:
women to obtain an honorable renown. The "If thy wishes were fair and noble, and thy
wife was cooped up in her master's mansion, tongue designed not to utter what was base,
and in the opinion of wise men, "the less shame would not cloud thy eyes, but thou
that was said about her, either way, the wouldst speak freely thy just desires." She
better." But in the Island of Lesbos it was also reproaches her brother for loving a couralways different. Woman was there placed tesan, which she would not have dared to do
on a footing almost equal to that of man, had she been one, knowing that he could
and the paths of literature were open to her reply with doubly bitter accusations. If we
efforts.
take these words of her own mouth into conTo such an extent w:1s this feminine free- sideration, and unite them with the prnbaclom carried. that a custom arose, and was bility of the case, and the manners of the
brought clown to modern times, which seems times, we must admit that it is more likely
to directly invert the order of na~ure. I_t was that Sappho was a pure and noble woman,
the supremacy of the law of pr_1m_oge111ture, than the contrary.
but with this distinctive charac;tensuc, that the
The beauty of her poetry has been celebrat-•

I
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So NET XIII.
eel by many good critics, and ignorance of
0,
that
you
were
yourself
! but, love, you arc
the dialect in which it was written was,
No longer yours than you yourself here live !
probably, the reason why so much of it
*
*
*
dear my love you know
perished, rather than because it lackeu intrinYou had a father, let your son say so.
sic worth. We submit a few specimens of
And Tennyson says to his dead Arthur m
fragments. A prose translation is given in " In Memoriam " :
order that the full meaning of her expressions
So, dearest, now thy brows are cold,
I see the what thou art, and know
may be retained.
So:-.G VIII. To APHRODITE.
Come, 0 Cyprian, and in the joy-blooming-feasts pourout-as-wine the nedar mingled in elegant golden cups for
your friends and mine.

XI.

Thy likeness to the wise below,
Thy kindred with the great of old.

But there is more than I can see,
And what I see I leave unsaid,
Nor speak it, knowing death has made
His darkness beautiful with thee.

The moon and the Pleiades sink : the midnights now are
fallen, and the hour passed by, but I sleep on alone.

These words sound effeminate, as they
stand, and are less easily forgiven, when apXII.
But love riots more wantonly through me, that bitter- plied by a man to a man. in our own times;
sweet, against which there is no battle.
than by a woman to a woman, in the times of
She thus expresses her love for evening, of the ancient poets.
which all poets are so fond.
Sappho was wide awake to the advantages
XXII.
of personal culture. and has also left some
0 evening, who bearest all things, bring wine, bring the wise maxims embalmed in verse. To a wealthy
goat for the feast, bring the maiden home again.
woman who lacked cultivation she says,
XXIII.

XXVII.

Evening, which bringest all things that the day scatters
·where thou cliest, there shalt thou lie, and no one .vill
the clay, that brings all things to light!
remember thy name in times to come, because thou hast
no share in the roses of Pieria, but unknown shalt thou
And she addresses a beloved lady friend:
wander to the house of Orcus.
That man who sits before thee, nearer than I, and drinks
To another:
in thy sweet words and loving smiles, seems to me equal
XLII.
to the gods. Therefore my heart faints in my breast ; for,
Riches without virtue are not harmless endowments,
as I look on thee, my voice no longer comes into my
throat; yea, my tongue fails me; fire has already darted but the mingling of both brings most perfect happiness.
from my veins ; I can behold nothing, and a hollow humXLIX.
ming is in my ears. An icy sweat rolls clown, shuddering
Whoever is beautiful, is so, while seen, but whoever is
seizes me utterly, I am more sallow than the grass, sepa- good, is straightway beautiful as well.
rated from thee, and, dying by little and little, I seem
From these specimens it may be gathered,
already dead.

This is characterized by two things: the
presence in woman of a love for woman
greater than man feels for man; a natural
thing, since love is "woman's whole existence," ~nd when bestowed upon one of her
own sex, as much surpasses what men feel
toward each other as her love toward man
excels his toward her. It is also an example
of the application of a lover's endearments to
one of the same sex. This is not without
example in our own times, both in Shakespeare
and Tennyson. In Sonnet I. of Shakespeare,
he says to Thomas Thorpe :
Thou, contracted to thine own bniht eyes,
Feed'st thy light's flame with self-substantial fuel,
Making a famine where abundance lies,
Thyself thy foe, to t!ty sweet seif too cruel, etc.
SONNET

IV.

Untltrifty loveliness, why dost thou spend
Upon thyself thy nature's legacy?'

that she was a woman of wealth, culture, and
virtue, who expressed herself in strong and
original phrases, and who never feared to oppose vice. Perhaps the last lines quoted were
written to console herself, for of the eight portraits which have come down, not one is remarkable for beauty, and several are positi\'ely ugly. It is much to be regretted that her
works do not remain entire, for, if we can
judge from the fragments which we have, no
woman to rival her has arisen between 600
B. C. and the times of Mrs. Browning.
No sketch of Sappho, however meagre,
would be complete without some reference to
her love for Phaon. She has been accused
of indelicaey in her advances toward him, and
of the supreme act of folly, in throwing herself into the sea, in her love-sick despair. It
is probable that the story of the lover's leap
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is totally a myth, or else a symbol of poetic
imagery. She may have been passionately
in love with Phaon, or she may not. She
may have enthroned him as an idol in the
temple of her heart, or she may have chosen
any youth as a convenient listener to the
utterance of feelings which burnt from her
breast. In either case it makes little difference
who the youth was. Chance circumstances
of slight importance may have first stirred
the depths of a sea of passionate feeling,
which could never be stilled again while she
breathed the vital air. If this was the case,
she only did what Dante did, and what many
others have done.
It is chiefly the relations which Sappho and
Alcaeus bore to one another, that make the
latter interesting. His chief productions were
his "party-poems," written in the fervor of
excited political wrath, and not dictated by
the calm spirit of wisdom. He also wrote
many drinking songs, and seems to have been
inordinately fond of the fruit of the vine.

can see which is the better arrangement. We
hope the class of '79 will take some action on
the matter.
A MEMBER OF '80.
THE TABLET BOARD.

To the Editors of the Tablet:
At our last Comm~ncement it will be remembered that a meeting was called of those
who had been connected with the editorial
staff of the TRINITY TABLET, for the purpose
,of forming an Association which should assist in advancing the interests of a College
paper, and rendering it in every way worthy
of the institution from which it emanates. In
the interchange of views which took place on
the condition and management of the paper,
it was suggested by an ex-Editor whose
opinion ought to convey considerable weight,
that it would be a wise course to retain upon
each new board of Editors, one or more members of its predecessor, instead of giving the
management entirely into the control of men
who have had no experience with such matters. The proposition was generally approved
COJ1MUNICA TIONS.
by the members present, and recommended
[Communications upon current topi cs are invited for this to tl~e new Edit~rs for further consideration.
column. It i~ expcc_ted, that they will be written i!1 a court- Ment, however, 1s never without modesty, and
eons tone. 1 he writers full na me, as, :veil as his n om de I I am free to conJ· ecture that the present boa d
plume, must accompany the arllcle.
I he editors do not 1
•
•
r
necessarily approve the opinion s expressed.]
have been as reserved on this subject as they
have been successful in the management of
CLASS DA v APPOINTMENTS.
the TABLET. Permit me, however, through
To tile Editors of t!te Tablet.
your columns to present the matter to the atThe other day, while looking over the col- tention of the dass of I 880. They must
lege news in the New York vVor!d, I noticed know, or if they do not, they will realize it
that the Seniors at Harvard, Yale, and several only too late, that it requires a certain amount
other leading colleges have already made the of experience to conduct a paper in anything
appointments for class day in I 879.
like a satisfactory manner. For an entirely
It seemed to me that choosing the Class new set of men to take the control of a paper
Day appointments at some time in Christmas where others have left it, after the experience
term is a custom which is worthy of adoption and improvement of a year, is not generally
in Trinity. If the men were elected during to carry it on from the high standard it has
the fall, they could do the most of the work attained, but to begin over again, and to revery easily during the Christmas vacation, in- fuse the "vantage ground" already gained.
stead of postponing it, as is generally the case,
But there is an additional reason which will
until the latter part of Trinity Term, and then be apparent to every fair minded student of a
hastily writing a poem or oration, which is public college spirit, viz.: that by this protoo often unworthy of their talents. The lat- cedure there will be no more danger of what
ter part of Senior year brings an abundance is claimed to be the voice of the students at
of work. Reviewing the studies of the year, large, degenerating into a mouthpiece of any
the long and severe examina~ions, \~riting the one c~as~-- Mor~over, as c_very class has its
graduation oration, all this .mal<es work p~culiant1es and its t~nd~~1~1es,it may not be unenouo-h for one term of college life. Any one I wise to remove the ltabil1t1es to one sidedness
b
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by commingling influences from two classes.
But the main reason is the difficulty of the
management of the paper. Without a careful
attention to the business portion of the editors~ip the literary part cannot come up to a
high standard, for the simple reason that there
is not sufficient encouragement for students to
contribute, nor for editors to offer their best
efforts. I commend this whole matter to the
candid an? careful consideration of your successors, with no other desire than the steady
advancement of the TABLET, from the unusually high standard which it has already attained.
AN EDITOR OF '78.

COLLEGE AND CAMPUS.
PROF. SMYTH.

Prof Smyth was called away unexpectedly last week, hy the sudden death of his
sister. He has the deepest sympathy of all
members of the College in his affliction.
PAINTING.

EXAl\lIN A TIONS.

The Sophomores were examined in Mathematics on Thursday, Nov. 9. They have now
taken up Animal Physiology.
The Freshmen were examined in Zoology
and Animal Physiology on Friday, Nov. 8.
They took up Algebra, in their stead, taking
double lessons the following week, owing to
Professor Smyth's absence. The present week
they had double lessons in Greek, to compensate for time lost in that study.
THE DINING HALL.

Mr. D. B. Willson, the auditor of the
Dining Hall accounts, has presented a report
to the committee of five, for the present term
up to Nov. I. Several improvements have
been made, and others suggested which will
probable be carried into effect. It is proposed to establish a complete and simple
system, which will not need to be altered
hereafter. Blanks for extra orders, and extra
meals in case of visitors, and receipts for the
monthly board bills, have been prepared.
The price of board continues to be $4.50 per
week.

The painting in the basement of the buildings has been conducted in a very careless
manner. No notices were posted, and severTHE CHAPEL.
al persons, who were ignorant of what had
Work
on
the
Chapel, in Seabury Hall, is
been going on, received serious injury to
rapidly progressing. The windows are all in,
clothing.
THE CAMPUS.
and the upper part of the room has been
Since o_ur last issue the work of grading the painted. The seats were put i1: some weeks
Campus, m front of the new buildings, has a~o, and were soon adorned with nu?'lerous
been completed. A winding carriage way slips of paper and address cards, beanng the
has been laid ?u!, extending from the north I names of the Freshmen and Sophomores who
end of the buildmgs to Vernon Street, and a had selecte? seats. As the seats were to unbroad path for foot travel has also been con- dergo a fillrng process of three or four coats
structed.
of oil, it may be imagined that the arrangeThe old Campus is rapidly losing its fami- ment was not quite so permanent as they had
liar appearance. Many of the fine old trees expected. A full description of the Chapel
have been cut down, and a large track has may be looked for in the next number of
been dug t~ t~1e depth of several feet, prepar- th e TABLET.
THE LIBRARY.
atory to bmld111g a grand carriage way to the
The Library has been thoroughly recountnew Capitol.
SENIOR STUDIES.
ed. with total result of 18,275 volumes. A new
The Seniors finished Vegetable Physiology, system of registerin!5 books taken out and reunder Dr. Bolton, Nov. J 3, and have taken turned, has been mtroduced, by which the
up Chemical Physics in its place, illustrated , number of each book, followed by the name
by many experiments.
of the person drawing it, and the date
They finished Metaphysics, under Professor when it :vas taken out, is written on a
And_rews, ~ov. I 8, and have now taken up separate slip of paper. Thes_e slips are pre
Logic. It 1s not yet settled how much time serve?, and when the book 1s returned, the
will be given to the History of Philosophy.
date is placed below the date of its with-
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drawal. By means of this system, which is
hi gh ly praised by all who have used it, the
librarian can readily ascertain at the end of
the term, how many books have been taken
out, and through whose hands each book has
passed-a very convenient means of tracing
any injuries to their source. These slips are
placed together, and once a week their num bers transferred to the regular entry cards,
being finally arranged in the order of numbers.
FRESH MA

I

BUM.

VILLIKI S AND DINAH;
ILLUSTRATED BALLAD IN THREE SCENES.
CAST.
PARIEc'IT,
Mr. W. C. Brocklesby
VII.LIKINS, Mr. A. B. Bull
DINAH,
Mrs. A. B. Bull
SINGING.
I.
0, who will o'er the Downs with me?
De Pearsall
2.
Solo-Good Night, Beloved,
Balfe
3. a. The Green Umbrella.
b. Adieux.
A HUSBAND IN CLOVER, A FARCE IN ONE AcT.
By II. C. Meri vale.

SCENE.-Breakfast Parlor in a London House.

The usual entertainment, bearing this
CAST.
l
.
.
1
.
l
C
11
HORACE
Mr. Law
eup 1omous tit e, given to t 1e o ege, was LYDIA '
Miss Ingersoll
held at Heublein's Hall, Market Street, ThursE. M. BuNCE,
Stage Manager.
day evening, Oct. 3 I. The time was pleaDR. W. A. M. WAINWRIGHT,
Prompter.
santly passed with songs, toasts and speeches.
The singing by the College Glee Club met
The last, differing much in quality and length, with particular favor. The Club was again
were, on the whole. much above th e average. and again encored, and certainly reflected
One alumnus honored the occasion with his great credit upon their Musical Director, Mr.
pre ence, and gave interesting reminiscences Lanpher. Considering the difficulty he exof college life. Although it was not entirely I perienced in holding rehearsals, hardly ever
'' a feast of reason and a flow of soul," yet an I obtaining one at which all the members were
improvement on former times was perceptible, I present, and the short time he had for prewhile the students seemed to realize the fact paration, the performance of the Club was
that they should act as gentlemen at an enter- I highly creditable to him and to themselves.
tainment, where, in times past, such conduct The selections were good and were rendered
has not been deemed necessary.
with nearly uniform excellence. The solo,
AMATEUR THEATRICALS.
/ ·'Good-Night, Beloved," by Mr. Stanley, was
The Dramatic Entertainment gotten up undoubtedly the. best part of the musical
under the auspices of Mr. & Mrs. Alfred B. prog ramme. It. 1~ unnecess~ry to tell the
Bull, of this city, fo_r the benefit of the Boat I st udents of Tn111ty a~ythi?g about the
Club, took place on Friday evening, the 15th I excellence of Mr. s.t~nley s voice, with which
inst., at Allyn Hall.
they ar.e all so ~amiliar, an? this evening he
There was present a large and critical au- san.g with peculiar expr~ss1on and sweetness,
dience, including amongst its numbers many I which won a well mented and enthusiastic
of the best people in the city. It is about encore: Th~ Glee, "Mynheer Van Dunck,"
the best enconium that can be passed upon wa~ given 111 a manner worthy of special
the managers of the entertainment, to say / n~tice.
The College Songs were well rethat they succeeded in pleasing and more ceiv~d a?d loudly applauded.
The local
than pleasing such an audience.
allusions 111 one were very_ hap.py a~d pleased
The Program1:ne was as follows:
everybody.
The follow111g is a list of the
PROGRAMME.
members of the Club:
A cur OF TE.\; CoMEDIETTA rn ONE AcT.
Ist. Tenors, Cook, Barclay, Miller, '81,
SCENE:-An elegaut Drawing-Room in the I-Iozese of Sir Stanley.
Charl~/{?111 our
I 2d. Tenors, Brainard, Burgwin, Harding,
SIR CnARLES SEYMOUR,
Mr. J. G. Woodward Sheldon, Swenson.
ScRocc;1Ns,
;\fr. A. B. Bull
1st. Basses Mason Miller '80 Potwine,
JosEPU,
11r. H. s . Martindale Wash bur
'
'
'
'

LADY CLARA SEYMOUR,
111ss Ingersoll
SI GI G,
Bv THE CoLLEGE GLEE CLUB.
1.
r.Iynheer V~1~ Dunck,
- ,
Bishop
Huntsman s Farewell,
Afendelsso/m
3 ,_ Quartelle-lhe
Trinity.
2

I
I

2 d.

n.

Basses, Leaken, McCrackan, Webster.
Pelham vV. Shipman, Accompanist.
L. A. Lanpher Mus· al D'
t .
,
. lCc
!rec 01.
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The dramatic part of the entertainment
11
f
E
was equa Y success ul.
xcepting a few
drawbacks inseparable from amateur theatrical undertakings, everything went smoothly.
M'
I
11 · t b
l
d
ISS
ngerso 15. o
e. congratu _ate
upon
her really fine actmg, which, especially in "A
Husband in Clover" was thorouahly appre-
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After very liltlc delay the ball was again kicked oJI by
Trinity, and some lively work followed. Hull made.a. fine
throw for Yale, and Perkins a beautiful dodge and run fc:,r
Trinity. Then followed in quick succession brilli~nt runs
for Yale by Thompson, Br?"'.n and \\'atson, and ,time was
called on account of the 111Jury of one of the \ ale men
playing 011 Trinity's side Bacon rctir~d from the fiel_d
with a cut ov~r hi~ right eye, and a Tri111ty man took h~s
p~ace. Ilardmg, ?f the Yale_ tea_m, was also hurt,_ but 1t
.
. '
b
.
did not prevent him from going 111to the field aga111 and
c1ated by the audience. At the conclusion fini~hing the game. The ball was started and went toward
of the first play, she was presented by the I Vale's goal, but the tide was _t,u~·ned by a fine run by Wake~
Boat Club with a hand
b k t
f fl
_ , man, one of Yale's backs. I nntty rna5~e_a _touch-down fo1
.
s~me
as e O
ow safety, and Crouch, a Vale man on the I nmty team, made
ers on which appeared 111 red flowers on a a noticeable run. The ball soon came back to Trinity's
back around of white her name Justine. I goal, and Moorhead ran it over the line, touching it down.
d
d
'. d l
h'
The Trinity judge claimed a foul back in the field, and the
M_r.
oo war
sust~1ne
t 1e c aracter of I referee allowed the claim. Thomp~on made a run for
Szr Cltarles Seymour 111 a manner worthy of \'ale, and gave the ball to Eaton, who ran it over the line,
his previous reputation as an amateur actor. but v\'ilcox, ?f Trinity, by ar: astonishing play, got th_e ball
.
.
away from him and touched 1t down for safety. Agam the
Mr. Martrndale, the only representative of ball was ~tarted, and Wilcox and l--'otwine for Trinity ran it
the College in the dramatic line performed well up the field, passing it to Hill, (a Yale man on Trinhis part creditably and was the ~ i i nt O f ity's_ team,) \\·ho carried it some distance ?n. Brown. soon
'
ec P e
got 1t and made another touch-down for\ ale ; goal kicked
a handsome basket of flowers.
Mr. Law was by Peters in thirty minutes. No more goals were obtainparticula, ly good in the character of f-lorace I eel, but Vale got several more touch-clowns. When time
.
t
d l
b d
d M
d M ' was called the score stood: Yale, 2 goab and 6 touchti1e d iscon ente 1 US an , an
r. an
rs. clowns; Trinity, o goals, o touch-down , In addition to
Bull and Mr. vV. C. Brocklesby were very I the [WO 011 which goals were made, Yale made three more
amusing in " Villikins and Dinah.'' The offi- 1~~t~cl~-clowns, which were ruled out by previous fouls, .and
J nn1ty wa compelled to make ten touch-clowns for safety.
cers of the Boat Club acted as ushers.
Yale missed her captain, Camp, who was at Cambridge,
On the whole the entertainment was a arranging the preliminaries of the Harvard game. which is
complete success both ,esthetically and t~ come off !he 23d, and who usually k_ic½s the goals. !n
.
'
his absence fhompson acted as captam m the most sat1sfinanc1ally. We understand that about $300 factory manner. The referee was Mr. A. C. Bushnell, of
was netted after all expenses were paid.
Yale '74; Trinity's judge, Mr.Rusell; Yale's, Mr. Clark,
h
·
th I
f
· t
t d 'So. The Trinity team is mt:ch heavier than the Amherst
. T e s111cere . an <S O ~veryone 1.n _eres e team Yale played again ·t last week, and there are more
111 the prospenty of boatrng at Trinity, are good players; in short, makes a remarkably fine showing
due to those who brouaht thiq matter to such for such a small college."
a successful issue, and ~o the ladies and genThe second game of the series was played
tlemen who so kindly volunteered their ser- on the Hartford grounds, Nov. 9th. The
vices on the occasion. Thanks are also due 1 game was called at 3 o'elo<:k, and opened by
to a kind friend for the boutonieres so Yale.
Du ring the first half of the game
thoughtfully provided for the members of Trinity had the advantage of the wind and
the Glee Club.
played well.
Yale was kept busy to maintain her reputation. The game had scarcely

I

hw

FOOT

BALL.

We copy the following from the New York begun when Mo?~head was disabled by WilTrz'bune in the absence of the TABLET 1·e- cox. Many bnlltant plays were made on
porter: '
' b_oth sides, but per!1aps that of Trinity, espe" The second foot ball game of the season in New Haven I cially by Frank Wilcox, was as good as there
was won by \'ale over Trinity this afternoon, The clay was was on the field, and the first innino- closed
unfortunate, a strong cold wind blowing ~~ross ,tl~e _grounds with nothina scored for either team. b About
during the greater part of the game, I he 1 nnlty team
.
b
bei~~ composed o_f only_ eleven men, and the Yale. men I the middle of the game Elbert pu_nted a ball
desmng to play w1~h th_e1r fifteen, the four Yale substitutes to Stark, who ran down the field with it, passplayed on the Tnn1ty side .. At about ~e_n mmutes before 3 ing it to Williams
H
I-' 1 d 't
th
the game opened by a kick-off by 1 nn1ty, ·who had the
:
e '..IC <e I o_ver
e
north goal, which was a little less favorable than the south goal, but a punt rnstead of a drop-lock was
goal. In five minutes Moorhead made a good play for claimed by Yale and so Trinity lost what she
Yale and secured a touch-down. The ball was kicked in, l d l
d
'
.
and Lamb ran it over the line, making another touch-down 1 a 1ope to. count as one goal. After this
a minute later. Peters tried to kick the goal, but missed it, unfortunate circumstance, Yale came decidedL~mb securing the ball and touchi~1g it clown ; Peters again ly to the front and the game was de la d 111
·
tnecl the goal and succeeded. Time of first goal twelve !
'
C re
minutes.
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her favor. A brilliant play by Elbert attracted considerable attention at the time. It happened to be a down for Trinity, and the ball
was passed to Perkins, and by him to Elbert.
The latter did not have time to pass it, and
one of the Yale men, perceiving this, ran for
him. Elbert then dropped on his hands and
knees, so that the Yale m an fell over him, and
the ball was passed directly to the Trinitys.
The most noticeable feature of the game was
Wilcox's playing, which was undoubtedly the
best on either side. Potwine, Washburn,
Stark, and Williams, also distinguished themselves. The Yalcs wished to play with fifteen,
as before, and three of their substitutes played
with Trinity. When time was called, the
game stood : Yale, 2 goals, 4 touchdowns ;
Trinity, o goals, o touchdowns. Although it
was defeat for Trinity, the result was quite
satisfactory to the majority of the College.
The eleven were heartily applauded, as they
came into the dining hall at dinnertime.
Referee, Alex. T. Mason, Trinity '81 ;
Judge for Yale, Geo. Clark, '80; Trinity,
F. Gren. Russell, '80.
BASE BALL.

I

TABLET.
EXCHANGES.

We insert the following extracts which
were crowded out of this column in our last.
We are sorry to be obliged to refer our readers to the preceding number for a comparison
between the productions of Harvard, Yale,
and Columbia, and other colleges, but it was
impossible to insert them owing to a superabundance of '' copy." We make this comparison through no ill-will whatever to the
great colleges, but simply because we believe
that the literary productions of smaller institutions have not received their just dues.
Tlte Beacon :
Taking as a standard of judgment the college papers
which come to our table from some of the foremost seats of
learning in the country, we must inevitably conclude that
the ~aid instituti~ns of learning are fast developing into
fi_rs~-class gymnasia;_ that mental advancement is speedily
g1v111g place to phy 1cal culture, and that earnest study is
soon to be a lost_ art. In many of _our leading exchanges
page after page 1s devoted to athletics, with only here and
l?ere some sligh_t refer~nce_ to that wh_ich is generally consid ered the leadmg ohJect rn college, viz., study. It would
seem that the latte r occupies but a secondary position in
the average editor's brain.

A m!terst Student:
THE :JUN.10.R 0.RA T.IONS.

The game of base ball between the Fresh- . Some of the orati?ns were, _vague . They left no impres,01: ~1pon the aud 1ence. . l here ,~·as no point to them.
men Nines of Trinity and Wesleyan was s1
1 hi s 1s fatal to every o r~t101~. !t 1s helter not to speak
played on October 26th on the Hartford vaguely. Al_l sue_!: speak mg 1s wmcl,-mere wind: no good
grounds. We give below the score as kept can come of 1t. I here are few rules which hold for all
speakers, _and all occasions ; but be earnest and pointed, is
by Mr. Wilmerding, scorer for Trinity. The a rule which must always be regard ed , or failure must regame was called at the end of the eight sult. In an oration, more than any where else, it is necessary _to 1?egi11 at the point, and to sti ck to the point until all
inning on account of darkness and declared !s
sa1c), 1f you wish to accomplish anythiug. One good
drawn.
idea Ill an. orallon, and t,hat hamm e red at all the \\;ay
WESLEYAN. 0, R. In. TB PO. A. R.

4
French, c.
2
Hallock,
Cookman, lb. 3
Burdick, 2b . 4
4
Petit, 3b.
Chase, ss.
2
Camp. If.
2
Decastro, cf. I
Cox, rf.
2

2 2
2 4
1 3
1 0
I 1

2

5
3
0
1
1
6

9
I

8
4

3

6

TRINlTY.

8 Bu1·gwln, c
4 Bowell, p.

u 3 Go wen, ss.

0. R. 1B. TB. PO. A. K.
4 2 I
1 9 2 8
I
2 2 0 9 I

8
2 B. Carter, 2b. 4
3 C. Carter, lb. 1
2 ITotchkiss, rf. 2
1 Bt•nedict, cf. 3
1 Barto, If.
2
0 Carpenter, Sb. 4

a

I I

I

0 1
3 3
3 2
2 2

1 l
3 11
3 0

2

0
0

2

through, will impress mens souls; nothing else will.

1Viagara Index;

To behold poetry in her noblest form, we must view
1 I
4
her in the light of an instructress, a character which she
I
I
0
1 1
2 0 0 1 has ever claimed, ~ncl of which at the present clay she
2
3 3
3 I I 0 0 1
a 2 2 I
In the ea rli est clays of Greece
0 1 I 1 0 2 should not b~ clepnved.
3 I 1 0 0
- - - and other nat10ns, poetry was the only medium of instruckl l'i 14 15 24 18 20
Totals,
Totals, 24 17 17 21 24 12 2-1
tion, and Priests, Philosophers and Statesmen delivered
SOORK DY IN N lNGS.
~hei1'. precepts in verse. I-!ent:e it is an art whose object
I
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1s
utility anti pleasure, which has the sanction of Heaven
0
I
I
9=17
0
1
5
0
Wesleyan,
0 2 1 2 1 0 5 6-17 and was chosen by the C reato r Him self as one of th;
Trinity,
Earned runs, Wesleynn 8, Trinity 6; first. base on errors, Wesleyan 9 channels of communicatio11 to men.
1
1
1
0
0

3

Trinity 14 • hascs on called balls, Wesleyan 0, Trinity 8; balls called
011 Hallock 18 on Howt•ll 9; sLruck out, Wesl eyan 4. Trinity 5; onebase hit.s Wesleyan 13, Trinity 13; two base hits, Wesleyan 4, Trinity
1 • times' at the bat, Weslt•y,m 49, Trinity 4b. Time of game, two
hours and tweuty-tlvc minute8.

Although the errors were numerous, yet
the game proved to be an interesting one.
At times the batting was excellent. The
ficldina on both sides, as a whole, was inferior.
Both clubs showed a lack of practice, as the
game was not played evenly throughout.

WE now beg leave to apply the same test
to poetry, which is surely as good an indicati~n ~f the general literary ability of any institution, as the report of passing events, and
comments on the same.
In fact, poetry,
since it necessitates a more tliorough knowl~dge of the mechanical capabilities of words,
1s a better test of college writing.
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Harvard Crimson:
POESY TO THE POET.
A joy in patience, a deep, steadfast love
Of art's sweet sorrow for her own dear sake ;
A strong resolve a quenchless thirst to slake
At that Castalian fount-far, far above
The grosser earth-where the shy muses rove,
A deathless flame within, whose lightnings make
Earth, sea, and sky a magic glamour take,
This must he have who roams my sacred grove.
But when by art's steep path he enters there
Sorrow shall vanish, and the clouded sky
Open its windows, with a golden flood
Of heavenly light, while I, divinely fair,
Smiling upon him with strange witchery,
Shall with immortal kisses fire his blood.

Acta Columbia1la :
THE HENLEY RACE .
Air,...:_So1t of a Cambolier.
Here's to our gallant oarsmen,
Who ailed for foreign shores,
'Co win a splendid victory,
O'er England's famou s oars ;
With Oxford and with Cambridge,
They had a jolly tussle,
And gave the Britishers a taste
Of old Columbia's muscle.

Yale Courant :
SOMETillfES.
Sometimes a new beginning,
Sometimes a fre. h resolve,
A soul will save, when a heart is brave,
And encl in a glorious winning.

Yale Record :
OLD FRIENDSHIPS.
Dan Chaucer wrote, you know, in days long gone,
The quaint remark that follows hereupon,That " Out of olde' feldys, as men say,
Comyth all this newe ' corn from year to year;
And out of olde' bolds, in good fey,
Comyth all this newe' science that men lere."
So true it is that out of friendships old,
In after years, remembrance sweet while sad
Shall bring its treasures, richer far than gold,
And make the weary spirit young and glad.
Again with joy, with deeper joy is fed
The weary spirit. Yes, from fallow ground
The seeds of love spring up and spread
Their fragrance sweet on all around.

Beacon:
CLOUD AND WIND.
0 clouds that are drifting night and day
O'er every land and sea,
And you, ye winds, in your unseen way
Have brought sweet hope to me ;
For behind you both is a Power sublime
That I now can faintly see,
And I trust that God in his own 6 ood time
Will reveal himself to me.

Colby Echo:
AUTUMN.
Golden and russet and golden,
Low-lying, lustrous, and still ;
As fair as the garden of olden,
That Adam was given to till !

Scarlet and purple and scarlet,
Emerald, amber, and pearl ;
As brilliant as sunset afar-lit,
And soft as a singing shell's whorl !
Autumn, the queen of the seasons !
Thou scatterest beauty like rain.
And, lo ! he re we give thee allegiance
And, vas. als, fall into thy train !

Oberlin Review:
SAINT MADELINE.
Where the oak-bough hangeth over
Reddest fields of Norman clover,
Where the grape and ivy twine,
Came a maiden at the sunset,
Came a maiden, Madeline.
·where the brown Cross rears its column
In the fading sunset solemn,
\Vh ere the light and shade combine,
Knelt the maiden in the silence,
H oly maiden, Madeline.
On the dewy greensward kneeling,
Sorrow's lowly gnise revealing,
Beside the sacred shrine,
Kn eeling, died she at the sunset,
Died the maiden, Madeline.
Birds may twitter out their sorrow,
Mourners gather on the morrow,
'Neath the drooping ivy vine,
But in silence sleeps she ever,
Chosen maid, Saint Madeline.

Nassau Lit:
JIIARCARITA.
From the sunny lands of Summer,
Where the silver surf is dashing
On its golden sands, and lashing
Into foam its flashing waters;
Where the slender palms are waving,
Where, from dusky grottoes, laving
Tangled banks with floods of crystal,
Flow the fountains to the sea,From the far-off lands of Summer
Has a pearl been bought for me.

There is no need of comment or criticism.
Here are the words themselves before us.
There is not so very much difference between
the harpers, is there ? Is it not an evident
fact, that as much literary talent exists outside the great colleges, as within them ? We
have not written this through any ill-will
toward those who are more fortunate, in some
respects, than ourselves, but because we are
convinced of three things : First, That an
undue share of time, money, and exertion is
given to the cultivation of muscle, in the
universities ; Seco1tdly, That by reason of
success in athletics the universities arrogate
to themselves superiority where they do not
possess it ; Thirdly, That other colleges and
the outside world are deluded into this belief,

THE TRINITY

TABLET.

BOOK REVIEWS.
and fall down and worship the gilded calf.
We remember hearing a young sport say in a ENCYCLOPJEDIA BRITA TNICA: Ninth Edition; Amlibrary in this city: "There's no doubt erican Reprint. Volume VIII, pp. 749. [1878. J. M.
about Harvard. I wouldn't give two cents
Stoddart & Co., Phila. and N. Y.J
to graduate at Yale. I graduated at HarThis volume, in style and appearance, is
vard." Better no education at all, than such similar to the preceding numbers.
It is
an education !
printed on good paper, and the edition before
The moral of all this is that a small college us is excellently bound in red cloth, edges
will give one as good an education as a large uncut, with full margins. The only excepone, not because it has as many facilities, nor tion we would take to it is the attachment
because its graduates will, in general, be as of the title on the back in paper, instead
polished as those of a larger institution, but of an impression.
because there are at work, in overgrown seats
It extends from Ele. to Fak. With the
of learning, certain dangerous influences and appearance of this number a circular letter
tendencies which will draw aside the atten- has been issued by the publishers reaffirmtion of boys and youths from their proper ing that ;, the articles in this 'Reprint' are
pursuits, and blast their best interests. This an exact reproduction of the articles as they
is a conviction which will be brought to mind have appeared in the different volumes of
more vividly by perusing the college ex- the English Edition," The statement is well
changes for one month, than by years of ex- supported by the examples given. Manifest
perience.
.
verbal and typographical errors, of course,
The Knox Student, a new paper publish- have been corrected.
ed at Knox College, Illinois, presents a very AMERICAN COLLEGES: Their Students and Work.
neat and scholarly appearance, and its contents
By Charles F. Thwing, 12 mo., 155 pages. [G. P. Putdo not belie its dress. "The Loneliness of
nam's Sons, New York.] For sale by Brown & Gross.
Genius," a prize oration at the Inter-State
The work before us is divided into ten
Collegiate Contest, is a production of great chapters, treating of Instruction, Expense
merit.
and Pecuniary Aid, Morals, Religion, Societies,
The New York VVorld has for the past two Athletics and Health, Journalism, Fellowyears shown considerable enterprise in pub- ships, Choice of a College, and Rank in Collishing in Monday's issue a College Chronicle lege a Test of Future Distinction, with an
which has been conducted with much impar- appendix giving the statistics of 3 I I colleges,
tiality and ability. Though to an exchange and a full index. Mr. Thwing had already
editor some of its items are stale, being col- made some reputation for himself, by the publated from the College Press; many are lication of portions of several of the articles
original, and all must prove in_teresting to the in Scribner's, and it is likely that the issue of
outside world, and students 111 general. It this book will confirm that ~eputation. He is
celebrates the beginning of the third year a clear, original writer on all the topics that
of this department by making known in_ its he considers, and it will be recollected that
last issue to collegians at large the followmg nearly all his articles in Scribner's provoked
singular but liberal scheme, called "The considerable discussion, in the college press,
World's Christmas Prizes." It proposes to at the time of their publication. The inforpublish twenty questions in each number mation which his book contains is such as
of the Sunday World between this and. De- college students are in general familiar with,
cember I 5th, in all one hundred questions, and for that reason cannot fail to be read
and offers twelve prizes in cash, varying from with interest. To the outside world it will
$5, in gold, to $50, t? the successful com- convey much knowledge which could not be
petitors. For full particular~ of the plan and otherwise obtained, the chapter on the "Choice
the first list of twenty questions we refer our of a College " being especially valuable to
readers to Monday's issue, Nov. I 8th.
those intending to pursue a course of liberal
It is needless for us to say that the pub- I study. It is, on the whole, a valuable acceslisher will do what he offers.
sion to college literature.

